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Meeting Minutes:

1. Meet Laura Simcik (laura@coalliance.org), the new half-time Alliance librarian who is helping Beth with licensing and accounting.
2. Elsevier discussion (Beth)
   a. Elsevier line by line survey results
      i. Opportunity to optimize alignment between shared collection and member council.
   b. Review workshop agenda and focus for April 11th.
      i. Alignment of goals
      ii. The negotiating committee will be created soon using a mix of institutions but needs more details from negotiator on composition.
      iii. Invited negotiator to future SCDC/Member council meetings.
   c. Elsevier interests & priorities
3. Unsub renewals
   a. Beth – price went up this year. Email will be coming soon with more clarity on the varying options. If cost is the largest driver, this could be an area for institutions to evaluate. Will ask every institution Y/N and will get pricing for any school that is interested.
4. Other renewals
   a. OSO, UPSO bills will be done this week.
   b. Invoices for Oxford Journals will be done this week.
   c. Sage – one-off renewals
   d. EBSCO pricing for May/June renewals
   e. JSTOR – waiting for answers on CUB credit.
   f. Taylor & Francis
   g. Springer
   h. Air Force – quote will be done today.
   i. Regis – year end at end of April, more critical billing
   j. Billing backlog (Mines, Ovid, Cambridge)
   k. Using year end money
   l. 7/1 pricing
5. Next month’s meeting: JSTOR new offerings and Elsevier updates.